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A matroid may be defined as a collection of sets, called bases, which satisfy 
a certain exchange axiom. The basis graph of a matroid has a vertex for each 
basis and an edge for each pair of bases that differ by the exchange of a single 
pair of elements. Two characterizations of basis graphs are obtained. The 
first involves certain local subgraphs and how they lie when the given graph 
is leveled with respect to distance from a particular vertex. The second involves 
the existence of a special mapping from the given graph to some “full” basis 
graph. It is also shown that in a natural sense all basis graphs are homotopically 
trivial. 
INTRODUCTION 
There are several approaches to the study of matroids. The approach 
emphasizing bases has the advantage that any one basis of a given matroid 
can be transformed into any other, without ever ceasing to be a basis, 
by exchanging elements one pair at a time. Thus it seems appropriate to 
regard each basis as a vertex and each pair of bases differing by a single 
exchange as adjacent. The graph obtained in this fashion is called the 
basis graph of the matroid. 
It is well known that for any connected graph the spanning trees, 
viewed as sets of edges, form the bases of a matroid. The basis graphs of 
such matroids, called tree graphs, have been studied for several years. 
Cummins [3] showed that every tree graph (with two trivial exceptions) is 
Hamiltonian. Shank [13] simplified the proof. Very recently several 
researchers investigated basis graphs in general. Bandy [l] showed not 
only that every basis graph is Hamiltonian, but also that most are 
*This paper stems from Chapter I of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation, done at 
Princeton under Professor A. W. Tucker, whose suggestions and encouragement are 
gratefully acknowledged. Support was provided in part by the Office of Naval Research. 
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pancyclic. Independently Holzmann and Harary ]7] showed that for every 
edge in a basis graph there is a Hamiltonian cycle containing it and one 
excluding it. 
The main goal of this paper is to characterize basis graphs. Section 1 
contains preliminary definitions and lemmas. Section 2 contains the 
statement and proof of our first characterization, which we call the 
Main Theorem. In Section 3 we prove some partial strengthenings of the 
Main Theorem and make some conjectures. Section 4 contains the second 
characterization, which involves mappings. Finally, in Section 5 we study 
a notion of homotopy which arises naturally fro the methods of the 
previous sections. 
One may ask to what extent basis graphs faithfully represent their 
matroids. We have answered this in [lo]. It has also been answered inde-, 
pendently by Holzmann, Norton, and Tobey [&] and by Cunningham [4]. 
In a sequel [ 111 to this paper we will investigate the relationships between 
matroids and their basis graphs further. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
DEHNITrQN 1 .I _ A matroidA on a finite set of elements E is a collection 
2? of subsets of E, called bases, which satisfy the following exchange axiom: 
For all B, B’ E 22 and each e’ E B’ - B, there exists some 
eEB-B’suchthatB-e+$‘E9?. 
We write A = (E, g) or simply Af(E, L%‘). We say that 
is obtained from B by a pivot step; e’ is pivoted in, e i 
also express this diagrammatically by 
Our dehnition is equivalent to the original basis definition given by 
Whitney 1161. In particular, one can easily show that all bases of a matroi 
have the same cardinality, called the rank. 
G(Y”, 8) will be a finite graph with vertices V and edges 8. We denote 
edges in the form VU’. Neither loops nor multiple edges are allowed. Paths 
are written vr~~ . . . U, . We do allow repetition of both vertices and edges 
in a path. 6(v, v’) is the distance between zj and zi’. Given G(F, 8) (,Y’i 
the induced subgraph on Y-’ C V. Let 1 63 / be the cardinality of set 
G is properly labeled if each v E -Y is labeled with. a distinct finite set 
that 
vu’ E & iff / B - B’ I = j B’ - 
SS2b!I4/3-3 
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In practice it will not be necessary to consider both / B - B’ 1 and 
1 B’ - B 1, for it will be known that 1 B 1 = / B’ j. Finally, we say that V 
is properly labeled if (V’) is. Clearly we may apply the notation (1) to 
any properly labeled graph. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The basis graph of the matroid .Af’(E, 9) is the properly 
labeled graph with labeled vertices ~8. It is denoted BG(&‘) or BG(E, ~8). 
A graph is a basis graph if it can be labeled to become the basis graph of 
some matroid. Clearly two bases of JZX are adjacent in BG(JY) iff they 
differ by a pivot step. It follows that every basis graph is connected. 
DEFINITION 1.3. In a given graph suppose 6(v, u’) = 2 and r’ consists 
of U, D’ and all vertices adjacent to both. Then (V) is called the common 
neighbor subgraph CN(U, 0’) or simply a CN. The vertices adjacent to both 
v and v’ are their common neighbors or the intermediate vertices. 
In Figure 1 we display three graphs that will be of constant use. It 
should be clear which name applies to which. 
LEMMA 1.4. In a basis graph each CN is a square, pyramid, or octa- 
hedron. 
Proof. Suppose 6(B, B’) = 2. We may write B’ as B-(bl+b,)+(c,+c,). 
There are only four possible common neighbors: B - b, + cl , 
FIG. 1. A square, a pyramid, and an octahedron. 
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B - bl -I- c2 , B - b, + cl, and B - b, + c2. y the exchange axiom 
there must exist bases B - b + cl and B - b’ + c2 ) where b and b’ are 
each either b, or b, . If no other common neighbors exist, b # b’ and we 
have a quare: otherwise the exchange axiom is violated with the roles of B 
and B’ reversed. If there are three common neighbors altogether, no 
matter which three they are we get a pyramid. If all four exist, we get an 
octahedron. 
EFINITION 1.5. A leveling of G(V, 8) from v0 is a partition of 9’” 
ints sets Vk = , k 0, 1, 2 ,..., such that 
9; = (v E 9’ / 6(v, ) v) = k}. 
If G is leveled, and properly labeled up through Ievel k, we adopt’the 
following conventions. For 0 < j < k we write Sj instead of Vj . 
be (the label of) the single vertex in B0 . C will be the set of elements in at 
least some label but not in B, . We may pick any one labeled vertex and 
write it as A v D, where A C B, , D C C. Then using the letters 
(with various subscripts and superscripts) to name elements sf A, 
C - D, and D respectively, we may write any other labeled vertex in the 
fOl-m 
A il D - (a, + a, + **. + dl + . ..> + (b; + b, + ‘.’ + cl + ...I~ 
We will abbreviate this as 
(ala2 --. dl . ..lb.b, ... cl . ..I. 
When a labeled graph is unleveled, or its leveling is temporarily 
irrelevant, the letters a, d will not be used, and the letters b, c may take 
on other meanings to be explained when needed. 
With a few explicit exceptions, all figures will be subgraphs of leveled 
graphs. Vertices will be grouped into distinct horizontal layers. The lower 
the grouping on the page, the higher is the level number. 
LEMMA 1.6 (The Positioning Condition). Let BG(& 59) be leveled front 
B, ” Then every octahedral CN lies 
(1) entirely in some glc , 
(2) across two ieveis as in Figure 2, or 
(3) across three levels as in Figure 1. 
Moreover, every other CN lies as an induced subgraph of an o~t~l~e~ro~ 
positioned as above. 
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Proof. Let 6(B, B’) = 2. Suppose BE .Q,c-l and B’ E .!Sktl. Then by 
the definition of leveling all common neighbors must be in SJk. Now 
suppose B E 5Vk , B’ E @k+l . Writing B = A u D we have B’ = (qa,/bc) 
or (ad/c,c,). In either case an inspection of the labels of the four possible 
common neighbors shows that we get either Figure 2 or an induced 
FIG. 2. An octahedron lying across two levels. 
square or pyramid. Finally suppose B, B’ E S& . If B = A u D then 
B’ = (a,a,/blb,), (d~d2/c1cz) or (ad/be). In the first two cases the CN lies 
entirely in grc . In the last case we get the octahedron of Figure 1 or an 
induced subgraph. m 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let G(V, 8) be leveled from V. Then (“y;) is called 
the neighborhood subgraph N(v). 
Recall that the line graph L(G) has a vertex for each edge of G and an 
edge for each pair of edges in G which share an end-point. 
LEMMA 1.8. Suppose B,, is a vertex in some BG(E, 97). Then N(B,,) is the 
line graph of a bipartite graph. 
Proof. Define G’(E, 8’) by bc E 6” iff B,, - b + c E LZY, where b E B,, , 
c E E - B,, . Clearly G’ is bipartite with partition B,, , E - B, . Moreover 
be f--) B, - b + c is a bijection between the vertex sets of L(G) and N(B,,). 
We have 
bc is adjacent to b’c’ * 
b = b’ or c = c’ but not both o 
I(BO - b + c) - (B, - b’ + c’)i = 1. 
(2) 
Thus L(G) and N(BO) may be identified. 1 
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THEOREM 2.1 (The Main Theorem). G(V, 8) is a basis graph v and 
only if: 
(1) it is connected, 
(2) each common neighbor subgraph is a square, a pyramid, or aa 
octahedron, 
(3) in every leveling each common neighbor ~ubg~aph nzeets the 
Positioning Condition; and 
(4) for some vO the neighborhood subgraph N(Q) is the liize graph of a 
bipartite graph. 
Necessity has already been shown. The proof of sufficiency is the rest of 
this section. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose G is connected and properly labeled with a 
collection 8 of subsets of some set E. Then (E, =9@ is a matroid, and hence G 
is a basis graph if and only if every CN is a square, pyramid, or octahedron. 
Proof. First we show that, if 6(B, B’) = 2 and 
@,,q) (b2 SC,) 
B - B, - B’, 
then there are vertices B, and B3 , not necessarily distinct, such that: 
(bs ,x) 
B -B, 
Here (x, y) = {cl , cz) and (z, w> = (b, 9 b3. For consider 
B, = B - b, + c1 is an intermediate vertex. If there is only 
B4 ) then it must be B - b, + c2 and we may set 
does not exist, there must exist two intermediate vertices adja 
and they must be labeled B - b, + c1 and B - b1 + cg . Thes 
conditions for B, and B3, respectively. 
Now let B, B’ be any vertices. We must show that for any q, E fE’ - 
there exists b, E B - B’ so that B - b, + cO is in L%. There must be a 
path P from B to B’, say 
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We first consider the case in which P is non-redundant, that is, 
h ,..., b,} n (cl ,..., c,} = m. 
In this case each bl, must be in B - B’ and each clc in B’ - B. Surely 
c,=c,forsomek,l ~~~r~.Ifk=1,simplypickb,=b,.Ifk#l, 
apply the first part of the proof to 
to get 
@~--1.%--l) 
h-1 - & 
hco) 
* &+I 
(x,c,) 
B,-, - B,’ 
(Y4,-1) 
-+ &,, . 
Performing such a shift k - 1 times altogether, we make c1 = c,, . 
Now suppose P is redundant. There is an element e and indices k, p 
such that either 
or 
4 - 
(b,d B 
kfl .-- B,-l*Bg, 
and no proper subsequence of Bk ... B, is redundant. We handle the first 
case; the second is similar. Suppose p = k + 2. If b = c, then B, = Bk 
and we may simply delete B, , Bk+l from P. If b # c, then 
B, = B, - b + c and we may take the shortcut 
&c - 
(b/d B 
9. 
If p > k + 2, we may use the shifting technique on B,,, *.a B, to obtain 
B k+l 
(b’,d B 
' k+2' 
Then the case p = k + 2 applies. In any event this redundancy of e, and 
likewise every other redundancy, can be eliminated. 1 
To prove the Main Theorem we now need “merely” construct a proper 
labeling on G. Here, and for the rest of the section, the letters G, V, B 
(without superscripts) refer to some graph satisfying (l)-(4). Also, Vti 
will refer specifically to the leveling of G from vO of (4). The purpose of (4) 
is to get the labeling started. 
LEMMA 2.3. VO u “y; can be properly labeled. 
Proof. By (4), N(Q) = L(G) for some bipartite G’(E, a’). Arbitrarily 
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let one set in the partition of E be called B, , the other C. 
vertices in N(v,,) by the rule bc -+ B, - b + c. is immediate from t 
definitions that N(v,,) is now properly labeled. Fi lly, label v0 with &, . 
Renzarks. First, were the roles of B, and C reversed, the labeling of 
VO v /^/; would be complemented, that is, each would be replaced by 
E - B. Indeed, complementation gives another proper Labeling for any 
properly labeled V’. This is essentially matroid duality [Is]. 
Second, if G’ is disconnected, not only can the order of the partition 
change, but so can the sets themselves. This important observation is 
pursued elsewhere [S, lo]. 
Finally, Lemmas 1.8 and 2.3 are not really new. In essence they were 
first proved by Kishi and Kajitani [9]. 
We will now properly label G by induction on the following: 
LABELING HYPOTHESIS. uj”=, %‘; can be properly labeled. For any proper 
iabeling, if B E 913’~ then / B - B, / = j, 
Lemma 2.3 proves the hypothesis for k = 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume the Labeling Hypothesis for k. Given a particular 
labeling, suppose S(v, B) = 2, where v E V+l , B E gkel ~ T’en there is a 
unique label for v which extends the given labeiing to a proper labeling on 
Proof. B and v must have two common neigh rs B, , B, such that 
B&&3, is a square. Let B = A v D. We must hav = (a/c); any other 
choice, (d/c) say, makes 1 B, - B, 1 + k. Likewise (a’/~‘> and a’ # a, 
c’ # c. Now v is a common neighbor of and B, . Of the four labels it 
might thus have-A v D, (a/c’), (a’/~), (aa’/cc’)-the last is always proper 
and none of the others ever is. 1 
Let CN(v, B) as above be called an upward CN on u. We note that 
l(aa’/cc’) - B, 1 = k + 1, so the Labeling Hypothesis will be true for 
k + 1 if all the locally proper labelings on upward CNs from VkfX are 
globally consistent. We will prove global consistency in the f~~~~w~~~ 
steps : 
STEP 1. Each v E Y?~+~ is given the same label by every upward CN on 
it. 
STEP IL For all B’ E @, and v E Va+l, if v has label 
B’#E& iff /B-B’1 = I. 
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STEP III. If 21, U’ E Yh+1 and v f u’, then their labels are different. 
Thus we may use the names B, B’, .YZ+?,~+~ instead. 
STEP IV. For all B, B’ E LZY~+~, 
BB’E~ iff IB-B’j = 1. 
Before taking these steps we need more preparatory work. 
We will often consider configurations in which appear two adjacent 
common neighbors Bl, B, of some upward CN(v, B). We may write 
B = A LJ D and Bl = (a/c). Thus B, is either (a’/~) or (a/c’). In the former 
case, CN(v, B) contains either another common neighbor (a/c”) adjacent 
to Bl or (a’/~“) adjacent to Bz , so v becomes (&/cc”) for some c” not 
determined by B, Bl , B, . In the latter case, D becomes (&‘/cc’), where 
a” is not determined. 
Actually, in most situations we need not even consider the latter case. 
Suppose the goal is simply to show that the whole configuration can be 
labeled consistently or that some two labels therein differ by just so many 
elements. If the desired conclusion obtains in the case B, = (a’/~), then by 
complementing the entire labeled subgraph we get the same conclusion 
for the case B, = (a/c’). Henceforth we produce a label for U, and skip 
the redundant case, without comment. 
We introduce one more convention. In the diagram of a subgraph a 
dashed line between v, U’ will mean that vu’ is not even an edge of the 
supergraph G. Of course, it will not be necessary to use this convention if 
two vertices are two or more levels apart. When U, D’ are less than two 
levels apart and no line is drawn between them, solid or dashed, no claim 
is made about the existence of uzi’. 
LEMMA 2.5. In Figure 3, (a) implies (b). 
ProoJ If uv $6, then CN(u, v) has at least two vertices, x and w, in 
the next level down. This contradicts the Positioning Condition, whether 
(01 tb) 
FIG. 3. (a) implies (b) by Lemma 2.5. 
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or not wx E 8. The same argument, turned upside down, shows that wx is 
in 8. 
The nnleveled subgraph in Figure 4 is called a ~r~~~l~~~ with s/x& uu 
and tips w, x, ye The edges wx, xy, yw, if they exist in the supergraph, are 
called tip edges. 
bitMA 2.6 (The Propeller Condition). AH~ Propeller iiz G has exactly 
one or three t@ edges. 
FOG. 4. A Prope&x 
FRX$, Suppose Figure 4 has two tip edges, say wx and xy. Then 
CN(w, y) is improper: the common neighbors U, x, z: form a triangle. On 
the other hand, if Figure 4 has no tip edges, relevel G from y. Then 
(1~, D, w, x) violates Lemma 2.5. 
LEMMA 2.7 (The Book Condition). Suppose Figure S(a) is an amleveled 
subgraph of G. Then both VW, xz E 8 or neither is, In short, there are no 
““half open Books.” 
Proof. Suppose VW, say, is an edge but xz is not. Leveling G from x we 
get Figure 5(b). But now square uwzy violates the Positioning Condition. 
LEMMA 2.8 (The Siblings Condition). 1n any leveling of G3 zyu, 2; E V&-, 
and uv E 6, then there is a w E Cy; such that uw, VW E 6. 
We think of the levels as representing generations. Thus this lemma says 
that every pair of siblings has a common parent. 
Proof. The case k = 0 is trivial. Assume the case k = p - I and let U, 
v be adjacent in ‘Y?~+~ . Let x be any parent of U. If x is not also a parent of u, 
consider CN(u, x). If this is a pyramid or octahedron, by the Positioning 
Condition one of the intermediate vertices is a common parent of U, v. If 
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(a) tb, 
FIG. 5. The Book Condition, 
this is a square uvxy, then y E VP , and by assumption x, y have a common 
parent z. If CN(u, z) contains a vertex w  not adjacent to y, we get 
Figure 6(a). By the Book Condition w  is a common parent of U, v. If no 
such w  exists, we get Figure 6(b). Consider the Propeller with shaft yz 
and tips wl, w2 , x. By the Propeller Condition and symmetry we may 
assume wIx E 8. But then CN(u, X) is a pyramid or octahedron after all. 1 
(0) 
tb, 
FIG. 6. Diagrams for the proof of Lemma 2.8. 
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We can now take Steps I-IV. Although Step I is logically first, it is the 
most intricate and we present it last. 
STEP II. By Step I assume that every upward CN on v c 9’& labels z’ 
with B. Although for all we know so far some other vertex in Vk+l gets 
the same label, we may without fallacy use D and interchangeably below. 
‘v E 8 implies j B - B’ / = 1 is easy: for any parent B” of B’, 
CN(z:, 3’) is properly labeled. As for the converse, we first prove 
LEMMA 2.9. Suppose uj”=, “y;, is properly labeled. If v E 9’& !m label 
A i/ D, then for any b E B, - A there exists d E D such that u izm a parent 
(d/b). 
Broody Let B,,, = B. Let B,,,B, .a* B,& be a path ascending directly 
from B to BO . Somewhere along this path b is pivoted in. If this happ 
in the first step, B, = (d/b). If this happens later, we shift b forward by 
technique of Theorem 2.2. Although we do not know that all of G is 
properly labeled, the technique still works, for at least each CN we consider 
is properly labeled. b 
Now suppose B= AuD is in ??h+l, B’EG~~, and /B-K = 1. 
Then B’ is some (d/b). Applying the lemma to 6, we get the existence of an 
X = (d’lb). Since gk is properly labeled, XB’ E 8. Also, by the Siblings 
Condition X and B’ have a common parent B”. If 
must contain Y such that B”XBY is a square. Moreover, 
Figure 7.) But now CN(X, Y) is improper, whether 
third common neighbor. Thus BB’ E d after all. 
STEP III. Suppose v, v’ E V&r have the same label B. 
CN on v. It must contain a square with v at the bottom. Call the top ~9” 
FIG. 7. Step II: CN(X, Y) is improper. 
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and the intermediate vertices B, , B, . By Step II, v’B, , v’B2 E d also. But 
then (Bl , B, , v, v’) violates Lemma 2.5. 
STEP IV. First we show that BB’ E d implies / B - B’ 1 = 1. As 
siblings, B and B’ have a parent Z. Let W be any parent of Z. Suppose 
CN( W, B) is a pyramid with apex Z; see Figure 8(a). Consider the Propeller 
FIG. 8. Diagrams for the proof of Step IV. 
with shaft BZ and tips X, Y, B’. By symmetry we may conclude that 
XB’ E b. Write W = A u D, X = (u/c), Z = (a’/~). Then B = (ua’/cc’). 
Similarly B’ = (aa’/cc”) where c” # c’ by Step III. Thus j B - B’ 1 = 1. 
If CN(W, B’) is a pyramid with apex Z, analogous reasoning applies. 
In the only remaining cases, both CN(W, B) and CN(W, B’) include 
squares containing Z; see Figure 8(b). By the Book Condition PQ E 8. 
Now choose W = A u D, P = (a/c), Q = (a’/~). We then deduce, in 
order, Z = (al/c’), B = (aa”/cc’), and B’ = (u’a”lcc’). Thus ) B - B’ j = 1 
as claimed. 
Conversely we show that 1 B - B’ / = 1 implies BB’ E b. Temporarily 
let B = A u D. Then B’ = (a/b). By Lemma 2.9 some Z = (d/b) exists, 
and by Step II Z is a common parent of B, B’. Let W be any parent of Z. 
Relabeling, we get W = A U D, Z = (a/c), B = (aa’lcc’), B’ = (ad/cc’). 
If X = (u/c’) exists, then it too is a common parent of B, B’, and by 
Lemma 2.5 BB’ E b. If X does not exist, CN( W, B) and CN( W, B’) must 
contain squares WZBP and WZBQ, respectively (Figure S(b) with line 
BB’ deleted). We have P = (al/c’) and Q = (a”/~‘). Since / P - Q 1 = 1 
and P, Q E aTG, PQ E 8. By the Book Condition we still have BB’ E 8. 
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STEP I. Two upward CNs on o are said to overlap if they have some 
intermediate vertex in common. 
LEMMA 2.10. If each pair of overlapping upward CNs on v assign it the 
same label, then all upward CNs on v assign it the same label. 
Boof. Let v WB be a path in some fixed upward CN(v, 
be a path in any upward CN(v, B’) not overlapping CN(B, B). Pf W, W 
have a common parent X, then CN(v, X) overlaps both CN(z;, 
CN(v, B’), forcing both to assign v the same label. The only other possi- 
bility is that 6( W, wl) = 2 and CN( W, wl) is a pyramid with apex U. 
In particular, W, w’ have a common neighbor WI m their level. But then 
there exist common parents Y, Z of W, WI and W, , w’, respectively. 
Therefore CN(v, Y) and CN(U, 2) provide an overlapping Bink b~twee~ 
CN(v, B) and CN(v, B’). 1 
We now need to show that two overlapping CNs on v E VJ,+1 give v the 
same label. We will consider several cases. 
LEMMA 2.1 I. Suppose &,, K is properly labeled, X, Y E Vk ) 2: E Vk+l 
andXvYisapath. Then/X- Yl < 2. 
Proc$ Tt suffices to show that there is a path of length 1 or 2 between 
X and Y in the properly labeled region Clearly 6(X, Y) < 2. If XY $8, 
the Positioning Condition ensures the existence of such a path in 
CNQX, Y). 
Case 1. CN(v, B) and CN(v, B’) have at least two intermediate 
vertices W and V in common. By Lemma 2.5, WW’, BB’ E 8. Also, 
least one of W, w’ is adjacent to another intermediate vertex in CN(zl, 
We may assume W is. Likewise at least one of them is adjacent to another 
intermediate vertex in CN(v, 3’). 
&se la. We have Figure 9, where all the vertices on the lower level 
are understood to be adjacent to v in the next level down. We follow this 
uncluttering convention until further notice. 
Let some parent of 3, B’ be called A u D. Then B = (a/c) an 
B’ = (a’/~). Thus W = (aa’lcc’), w’ = (aa’/cf). Furthermore X = (aa”/cc’) 
and Y = (a’&/&‘). (Except where noted, difTerent symbols in the same 
argument have always represented necessarily distinct objects. Mere and 
for the rest of the section we allow the possible exceptions B = a” and 
6 = c”.) In fact, / X - Y / < 2 by Lemma 2.1 I, so d = a”. Therefore both 
CN(q 41) and CN(v, I?‘) give v the label (aa’a”/cc’c”). 
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FIG. 9. Case la: both W and W’ are adjacent to another intermediate vertex. 
Case lb. We have Figure 10. The proof given for Case 2c also covers 
this case; simply ignore vertex W. 
Case 2. CN(v, B) and CN(U, B’) have one intermediate vertex Bl in 
common. 
Case 2a. Both CNs are pyramids and Bl is the apex of both (Figure 11). 
BB’ $8, else there is a Propeller with shaft B’B, , tips W, 2, B, and no tip 
B B’ 
X W Y 
FIG. 10. Case lb: W is adjacent to both additional vertices. 
B’ B 
44 
w\ /Y 
\ / 
\ / 
\ B1 / 
2 X 
FIG. 11. Case 2a: Bl is the apex of two pyramid CNs. 
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edges. Also, either WX or ZX is in 6, else there is another improper 
Propeller with shaft B,v and tips W, Z, X. may assume ZX E 6. 
Likewise, either WY or ZY is an edge. Howe given that ZX E d we 
cannot have ZY E 8, for then the Propeller with shaft ,v and tips Z, X3 Y 
have exactIy two tip edges. 
, B’ have a common parent, call it A w  D. Even if they do not, Iet 
A u D represent the unique name it would have. Then = (a/c)? 
B’ = (a’/~!), B, = (aa’/cc’), and we may pick X = (aa’lcc”). Considering 
CN(I;, B’), Z is either (aa”/cc’) or (ad/c’+. Since XZ E 8, we must have 
the second choice with c^ = c”. Now W = (a’a”/cc’) and Y = (aG/cd), 
but by analogous reasoning a* = a”. Finally we find that in both CNs 3 
gets labeled (aa’a”/cc’c”). 
Case 2b. Only one CN, say CN(v, B’), is a pyramid with B, as apex. 
We must have at least Figure 12. As before = (a/c), B’ = (a’/~‘)~ 
1 = (na’/cc’). Then X = (aa”/cc”). We may 
z = (aa’/c’c^), W = (a’d/cc’). 
Et 6 
w 
w\ 
\ _---.-- 
\ a, X 
2’ 
FIG. 12. Case 2b: B1 is the apex of one pyramid CN. 
ByLemmaZ.ll,]Z-Xl/,/ W-X//2,soG^=cnand&=a”.Again 
v = (aa’a”/cc’c”) in both CNs. 
Case 2~. Bl is the apex of neither CN. We have at least Figure 13, 
where now we put v back in the picture. First suppose S(B, 
may write B = (a/c), B’ = (al/c’). Then B, = (aa’/cc’), X = (ad/cc”f, 
FIG. 13. Case 2c: Bl is the apex of neither CM. 
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and Y = (a’&/~‘&). Using Lemma 2.11 again, & = u.“, c” = c”, and 21 is 
labeled consistently. 
On the other hand, suppose BB’ E 8. We may write B = (a/c), 
B’ = (a’/~). Once more Bl = (aalice’), X = (aa”/cc”), but now 
Y = (a’d/cc^). By the Book Condition XY E 8, so we still have & = a”, 
c” = c”, and Y = (au’u”/cc’c”) in both CNs. 
This completes the proof of the Main Theorem. 
3. STRENGTHENINGS AND CONJECTURES 
The Positioning Condition for levelings other than from II,, has been 
used solely to show that there are no Propellers without tip edges and no 
half open Books. Either configuration, were it to exist, would be an induced 
subgraph. This is immediate for Propellers. For Books, consider 
Figure 5(a). Whether or not VW and xz are edges, we have vz, xw $8; for 
instance, were ZIZ E 8, then CN(V, v) would be improper. Therefore we have 
THEOREM 3.1 (Main Theorem, Second Form). G is a basis graph ifund 
only if: 
(1) it is connected, 
(2) each CN is a square, pyramid, or octahedron; 
(3) no induced subgraph is a Propeller or a half open Book; 
(4) for some vertex vO 
(i) N(Q) is the line graph of a bipartite graph; and 
(ii) in the levelingfrom I,+, each CN meets the Positioning Condition. 
We now consider redundancies in condition 4(i). Recall that a clique 
is a maximal complete subgraph. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose each CN of G(-Y, 6’) is a square, pyramid, or 
octahedron, and no induced subgraph of G is a Propeller. Then, for any 
vO E 9’“, N(v,) satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) no two cliques have an edge in common; 
(2) each vertex is in at most two cliques. 
ProoJ (Part 1). Suppose vu’ is in distinct cliques C, C’. There must 
be vertices w  in C and x in c’ such that wx $8, else neither C nor C 
would be maximal. But then CN(w, X) in G is improper, for the common 
neighbors v, o’, v,, form a triangle. 
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(Part 2) Suppose v is in three cliques C1 , CZ, C, . No 0’ f v is in two 
of these cliques, for then vv’ would violate (1). Thus we may pick r.+ , u2 , uQ 5 
one from each clique and all distinct from v and each other. No two of 
these are adjacent. For suppose v~z‘~ E 8. Then there would exist some C4 
containing (u, u1 , vz} and C, , C, would have UL’~ in common. Thus t 
Propeller with shaft vOv and tips u 1 , v, , v3 is left with no tip edges, whi 
is impossible. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Given the hypotheses above, N(vJ k a lifze giqd. 
PuooJ Krausz’s Theorem [6, p. 741 says that a graph is a line if 
its edges can be partitioned into complete subgraphs in which n 
appears more than twice. By the above lemma, the set of all cliques of 
II?(V,) provides just such a partition. 
We call a cycle a clique cycle if no three of its vertices are in the same 
clique. 
TI~BOREM 3.4. Suppose that each CN of G(V-, &) is a square, pyramid 
or octahedron, that every pyramid CN containing vO has vO as its apex, and 
that no induced subgraph of G is a Propeller. Then Iv(v,) is fhe line grqh qf 
a bipartite graph. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.3, N(vO) = L(G’) for some G’. We prove the 
theorem by establishing two claims. First, G’ may be constructed so that 
each cycle in it corresponds to a clique cycle in N(L& in the sense that the 
edges of the former become the vertices of the latter. Second, N(L;*~ has no 
clique cycles of odd length. It follows immediately that G’ has no odd 
cycles whatsoever and is thus bipartite. 
To show the first claim let I$ be any graph meeting the condition of 
Krausz’s Theorem. A graph G’ such that L(G’) = H is constructed by 
setting down a vertex v’ for each complete subgraph Kin the partition of ais’, 
and an edge incident to v’ for each vertex in 9% Now suppose specifically 
that N = N(v,). Recall that in this case the partition is the set of alf 
cliques in B. Let C’ be a cycle in G’ and C the corresponding cycle in N(Q). 
Clearly no three edges of C’ have a common vertex, so no three vertices 
of C are in the same subgraph in the partition, i.e., no three are together 
in any clique. This proves the first claim. 
As for the second, since no graph has a clique cycle of length 3, it 
suffices to show that, if N(vO) has a clique cycle of length IZ > 5, then it also 
has one of length n - 2. Figure 14(a) shows a clique cycle in N(Q) with 
E 2 5. Consider CN(u, v) in the supergraph G. ecause it includes Q , 
it is either an octahedron or a pyramid with apex z10 . In either case tb, D 
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(0) tb, 
FIG. 14. Clique cycles in N(uJ. 
have another common neighbor y in N(v,) and xy $6. Since there are 
only two cliques containing 21, and neither WV or yv is cliqued with xzi, 
we get wy E 8. Likewise zy E 8. We have Figure 14(b). Now replace wvxtlz 
by wyz. The new cycle has length y1 - 2. Moreover, y cannot be in the 
same clique with two other vertices of the new cycle, because either u or v 
is in a clique with any set of vertices y is cliqued with. Thus the new cycle 
is a clique cycle. 1 
We note that the Propeller Condition depends only on (2) and (3) of the 
Main Theorem (first form). Thus, as a special case of Theorem 3.4 we get 
THEOREM 3.5. If no CN of G is a pyramid, then the condition on N(v,) 
in either form of the Main Theorem is redundant. 1 
CONJECTURE 1. The condition on N(v,) is redundant for all basis graphs. 
We believe there is further redundancy in our Main Theorem. For 
instance, condition (3) of the second form is perhaps unnecessary. We are 
most interested, though, in eliminating the Positioning Condition, since 
this seems the strongest and most global of the conditions. In the second 
form the scope of the Positioning Condition is at least curtailed. 
For a time we conjectured that a connected graph G is a basis graph 
simply iff every CN is a square, pyramid, or octahedron. Unfortunately, 
this is false. Consider Figure 15. Augment this graph by adding an edge 
between each two vertices on the bottom level whose names, as sets of 
digits, are disjoint. Call the result H. It is not hard to see that every CN of 
His a square. Moreover, N($) is trivially a line graph of a bipartite graph, 
and them are certainly no induced Propellers or half open Books in H- 
there are not even any triangles. Nonetheless, H is not a basis graph, for 
not every CN satisfies the Positioning Condition. The square with vertices 
5, 45, 12, 35 is an example. 
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12 73 14 1s 23 24 25 34 35 45 
FE. 15. Part of a graph whose CNs are all squares but which is not a basis graph. 
H has been discovered many times, for instance in IS]. We have found 
a way of viewing it, perhaps new, which generalizes in as much as its 
usefulness to matroids is concerned. Briefly put, His the edge graph of the 
4-dimensional cube with all the major diagonals added in. One may show 
that for any n >, 4 the edge graph of the n-cube with the major diagonals 
added has squares for all its CNs. Nowever, in every leveling each of these 
has improperly positioned squares lying across Y’YD-l w  “y; . 
This construction generalizes even further. Take any basis graph in 
which each vertex has a unique “antipodal” vertex farthest awayny. Another 
example (the n-cube is one) is the basis graph of the matroid of all n-subsets 
of some &-set. If u, is the antipode of U, one can show that S(v, ua) is 
constant. If 6(v, v,) > 4, main diagonals can be added without violating 
anything but the Positioning Condition. In the additional example just 
given, one gets some octahedra that lie incorrectly. However all these 
graphs still have some square CNs. Thus the best we can hope for in the 
way of eliminating the Positioning Condition is 
CQNJECTURE 2. Suppose each CN of a connected graph is a p~~~~~d or 
octahedron. Then the graph is a basis graph. 
4. A MAPPING CHARACTERIZATION 
A matroid A’(E, 92) of rank T is full if $3 consists of all r-subsets of E. 
If J@ is full, BG(&) is said to be full also. In this section we characterize 
the class of all basis graphs in terms of mappings into the small subclass of 
full basis graphs. 
Clearly every full basis graph has octahedral CNs only. The converse is 
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also true, as is not hard to show [l 11. Thus this mapping characterization 
will be especially interesting if Conjecture 2, or some modification thereof, 
should prove true. 
In any basis graph, two adjacent vertices B, B’ are together in at most 
two cliques; moreover, if Bl , B, are other vertices, one from each clique, 
then Bl , B, are neither equal nor adjacent. All this follows by leveling 
from B and noting Lemma 3.2. Or, setting B’ = B - b, + c,, , one can 
show directly that the vertex sets of the two cliques are 
~‘=(B)u{B-~~+cE~[ccE-B}, 
9’~=(B}u{B-b+cc,~~[b~B}. 
(If either 9’ or 98” is (B, B’}, then there is only one clique.) 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose G = BG(E, 59) is full and 3f’ C g. Then (E, @) 
is a matroid if and only if 
(1) (9Y) is connected, and 
(2) for every adjacent pair B, , B, 6 J%‘, at most one clique containing 
both intersects 97’. 
Proof. Suppose (E, 57’) is not a matroid. Since <9J’> is properly 
labeled, by Theorem 2.2 some CN(B’, B”) in (a’} has just one intermediate 
vertex or else exactly two and they are adjacent. In either case CN(B’, B”) 
in G contains an adjacent pair Bl, B, E a - 59”. But now B’ E 99’ is in 
one clique containing B, , B, , and B” E 9F is in the other. 
Conversely, suppose Bl , B, $ g are adjacent and two cliques containing 
them intersect J%‘. Pick B’ E Z from the first clique, B” E 9Y from the 
second. Then ] B’ - B” j = 2, but in (g’) either CN(B’, B”) is improper 
or S(B’, B”) > 2. In either case (E, g) is not a matroid. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let BG(E, 99) be full. Suppose A9” C 93 has the 
property that B’, B” E @” implies 6(B’, B”) > 2. Then (E, g - 9f”) is a 
matroid. 
Proof. Condition (2) above is satisfied vacuously. As for (l), we show 
that, if Bl , B, E Z8’ - 9” and / Bl - B, 1 = k > 1, then there exists 
B, E &9 - 99’” such that B, is adjacent to Bl and 1 B, - B, 1 = k - 1. 
Pickanyb,b’EB,-BB,andc,c’EB,-BB,.Let 
B4 = B, - (b + b’) + (c + c’). 
At least two of the intermediate vertices of CN(B, , B4) are in 99 - 97, 
whether or not B4 is. Any one of these is a B, . 1 
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Recently PiiZf and Welsh [12] showed that for any A < 1, and r, large 
enough, the number of non-isomorphic matroids on n elements is greater 
than 2(2nn). This greatly improves all previous lower bounds. Althoq$ 
they state matters differently, their argument involves counting the mmber 
of ways a set 97” can be extracted from ~8 as in the corollary above. 
We call an injection f: V 3 Vi a ~o~Q.~~r~~~~~ of G(Y, 8) into 
G’(-Y’, 8’) shouldf(u)f(v) E 8’ iff ZE E 8. Clearly G = (f(V)>. 
THEOREM 4.3 (The Mapping Characterization). A corznected graph 
G(V, 8) is a basis graph if and only if there is a mo~omorphis~~ f of G kto 
some fill BG(E, .B’) such that for any adjacent pair B, ) 
one clique containing both intersects f (9’“). 
Proof. If G = BG(E’, SF), pick &(E, B) to be the full matroid with 
E = E’ and 9’ C .??J. Then by Theorem 4.1 the identity injection B” + 
suffices for J Conversely, if some f exists, (f (9’)) is a basis graph and 
thus so is G. [ 
C. A. EIolzmann informs us that he too has obtained this characterization 
(unpublished). It is simpler than the Main Theorem but clearly much 
harder to test. 
5. W0M0~0Py 
If S(V~-, , ukil) = 2, we say that paths 
P, = 211 *** V&.~V$l~+l .-* v, and P, = VI .*. v&-lV~fUKfl *-- v, 
differ by a 2-switch. If 
WJlc-I 3 %+I) = 1 and P, = VI 0-e v&~v~+l *-a 0, ) 
we say that P1 and P, differ by a shortcut. If 
we say P, and P4 differ by a deietion. In all three cases we say that two 
paths differ by an elementary deformation. Finally, two paths are homotopic 
if one can be transformed into the other by a finite sequence of elementary 
deformations. 
Of course, the classical notion of path homotopy applies to graphs, but 
our notion is not the same. Nor is it the same as Tutte’s 1141. 
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THEOREM 5.1 (The Homotopy Theorem). If G is a basis graph, then 
any two paths with the same end-points are homotopic. 
ProoJ Suppose G = BG(E, g) and let Pl , Pz go between B and B’. 
An inspection of the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that all path changes 
there are elementary deformations. In particular, by the last part of that 
proof we may assume that Pl , P, are non-redundant. Clearly, any two 
non-redundant paths with the same end-points have the same length. Thus 
we may write 
We do induction over n. P, and Pz are equal if n = 1 and homotopic 
by definition if n = 2. 
We may even assume that c,’ = c, . If not, we may use the shifting 
technique of Theorem 2.2 to deform P, until cl’ does equal c, . We now 
have several cases: 
Case 1. b,’ = b, . Then B,’ = Bz and any homotopy of B2B3 *** B,+l 
with B,B,’ =.. B,+l gives a homotopy of Pl and Pz . 
Case 2. b,’ = b, . PI begins 
(+,I @,,c,) 
B-Bz-B,, 
and Pz begins 
(b,‘,Q (kc,‘) B - B,’ - B3’. 
We note that B,’ = B, - b,’ + ci. Therefore we may perform a 2-switch 
on Pz so that it begins 
@I A) (bl’,cz’) B - B, - B3’. 
We are now back to Case 1. 
Case 3. b,’ = b, for some k, 3 < k < n. Just as the pivoting in of 
some c can be shifted forward, so can the pivoting out of some b. (See the 
first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2.2.) In particular, we may shift b, 
forward to become b,‘. We are now back to Case 2. 1 
Remark. In Case 3 we could shift bk’ forward to become bl‘, but we 
have no guarantee, without the special argument of Case 2, that this can be 
done without dislodging c1 in the last step. 
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Just as in the classical case we can define homotopy groups, an 
connected graph G, r(G) is independent of the ase vertex chosen. A less 
obvious similarity is the fact that 
r(G x 6’) es r(G) x m(G’). 
Here, as usual, the direct product G(‘YY 8) x G’(V’, 8’) has vertices (v, 0’) 
and edges (ul , z~~‘)(Q , Q’), where either zll = v2 and z)~‘u~’ E G’, or cI1 = z’~’ 
and IJ~O~ E 8. Thus in some sense our homotopy may be “‘right” for graph 
theory. 
We note that z(G) is not always trivial: consider any cycle with 5 or more 
edges. 
CQNJECTURE 3. G is a basis graph if and anly if 
(1) it is connected, 
(2) each CN is a square, pyramid, or octahedron, and 
(3) T(G) is trivial. 
Without condition (2), a square with one diagonal (K4 - X) would be a 
counterexample. 
Note added in proof. The author has constructed a set of counterexamples to Con- 
jecture 2. This construction, and the constructions at the end of Section 3, all turn 
out to involve covering spaces. 
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